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ABSTRACT 
We characterize sets of inertias of some partitioned Hermitian matrices by a 
system of inequalities involving the orders of the blocks, the inert& of the diagonal 
blocks, and the ranks of the nondiagonal blocks. The main result generalizes some 
well-known characterizations of .% and Cain and others. 0 1998 Elsevier Science 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Define the inertia of an n X n Hermitian matrix H as the triple In(H) = 
(r, v, 6). where rr is the number of positive eigenvalues, v is the number of 
negative eigenvalues and S = n - 7~ - V. We will simply write (7~, V, *) for 
the inertia of H, without any mention of the value of S. 
We denote by I, the identity matrix of order r, and by I the same matrix 
when we do not need to specify the order. 
In [2] Cain and Si characterized the inertia of a Hermitian skew-triangu- 
lar 3 X 3 block matrix by a system of inequalities involving the orders of the 
blocks, the inertias of the diagonal blocks, and the ranks of the nondiagonal 
blocks. 
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THEOREM 1.1 [2]. Let us assume that 7~~, vl, 7~~, v2, nl, n2, n3 are 
nonnegative and 
5-i + vi < n, for i=1,2, 
0 < rll 6 Rli < min{n,, ni} for i ‘= 2,3. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) For i = 1,2, and i = 2,3, there exist ni x n3 Hermitian matrices Hi 
and n, X nj matrices X,j “such 
RIj, and 
H= 
has inertia (r, u, *I. 
that In( Hi) = (ri, ZJ~, * ), rlj < rank Xlj <. 
H, X1, x,3 
Gi Hz 0 
x,*, 0 0 1 
(II) Let k E {1,2}. Let W,, be any fixed nk X nk Hermitian matrix 
with inertia (rrk, vk, * >. (I) holds with H, = W,,. 
(III) Let k E (2,3}. Let W,, be any fired n1 X nk matrix with rlk < 
rankWlk Q Rlk. (I) holds with Xlk = W,,. 
(IV) For k = I,2 let W,, be any fixed nk X nl, Hermitian matrix with 
inertia (mTTk, vk , * ). (I) holds with H, = W,, and H, = W,, . 
(V) Let W,, be any fixed n2 X n2 Hermitian matrix with inertia 
(T2> v2> *), and let W,, be any fixed n, X n3 matrix with r13 Q rank W,, < 
R,,. (I) holds with H, = W,, and X,, = W,,. 
(VI) The following inequalities hold: 
~~max{~TT1,~~+r13,~1+~2-RR12,r12-~1,r12-~2), 
v > m={v,, v2 + r13, v1 + v2 - R,,, r12 - *1, r12 - r,), 
rr< min{n, + rr2,7r1 + n2 + R,,,QT, + 7r2 + R,, + R,,), 
I, < min{ n1 + v2, vl + n2 + R,,, v1 + v2 + R,, + R,,}, 
n- u< min{r, + r2,r1 + 7~~ + R,, - v2), 
v-~~min{v,+ua,v,+v2+R,,-~2}, 
T+ Y> n-l + r2 + vl + v2 -RI,, 
r + I, < min{ n, + n2 + R,,, n1 + n2 + V~ + R,, + R,,: 
rrl + V~ + n2 + R,, + 2R,,}. 
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In this work we will generalize this result by allowing a nonzero block in 
the (3,3) entry. We will combine the tools used in [l], [2], and [3], with the 
Schur complement technique. 
2. THE INERTIA OF SUMS OF SEVERAL 
HERMITIAN MATRICES 
In this section we extend some resub achieved by Sii in [6]. 
Let us assume the n, p, ni, vi, ni, ri, and R, are nonnegative integers 
such that ri < Ri < ni < n for i = 1,. . . , p. We denote also by Z,, 5, and p, 
the nonnegative integers 
*i = min{7ri, Ri}. 
Vi = min{vi, Ri}. 
Di = min{ 7ri + v,, Ri) 
for i = 1,. . . , p. 
THEOREM 2.1. For i = l,..., p, let Hi he an n, X n, Hermitian matrix 
with inertia (rri, vi, * >. Then there exist matrices S, of dimensions n X n I ad 
ri < rank Si < R,, i = 1,. . . , p, such that 
In(S,H,S: + ... +S,H,S;) = (7~, V, *) 
if and only if ( maximizing over i E (1,. . , p}) the following ineyualitir.~ 
hold: 
1’ 1’ 
max { 7ri + ii + ri - n,} - C 5, < 7r G C zt, 
i t= I I=1 
P 
m~{p,+2ri-2ni+Vi+Vi}- ~p,G~+v~ CP,, 
i t=1 1=1 
77-t v<n. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let H, and H, be ni x ni Hermitian matrices with 
inertias (7~~) vi, * ) for i = 1,2. Then there exists a matrix S of dimension 
n1 X n2 and r < rank S < R such that 
In( H, + SH,S*) = (‘rr, v, *) 
if and only if the following inequalities hold: 
v < min{v, + v2, v1 + R}, 
77 a max{O, 7r1 - v2, 7r1 - R, 7rz - v1 + r - n2}, 
v > max{O, v1 - 7rt, v1 - R, v2 - 7rTT1 + r - n,}, 
7r + v < min{n,, 7rl + v1 + R}, 
rr + v > 7rl + VI - R. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
We present now the main result of this work. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let us assume that for i = 1,2,3, the quantities mTTi, vi, ni 
are nonnegative and 
Ti a 0, 7ri + vi < ni, i = 1,2,3, 
0 < rlj < RIj < min{n,, nj}, j = 2,3. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) For i = 1,2,3, and j = 2,3, there exist n, X n, Hermitian matrices 
Hi and n, X nj matrices XIj such that In(H,> = (ri, vi, *>, rlj < rank Xlj 
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< RIj, and 
H, x,2 x,3 
H = X,*, H, 0 
[ 1 X; 0 H, 
has inertia (rr, u, *). 
(II) Let k E (1,2,3}. Let W,, be any fixed nk X nk Hermitian matrix 
with inertia (rTTk, vk, * ). (I) holds with H, = W,, . 
(III) Let k E {2,3). Let Wlk be any fixed n, X nk matrix with rlk < 
rankWlk < Rlk. (I) holds with Xlk = W,,. 
(IV) For k = 1,2,3 let W,, be any fixed nk X nk Hermitian matrix with 
inertia (rrk, vk, *). (1) holds with H, = W,,, H, = W,,, and H, = WC,:,. 
(V) Letj, k E (2,3} andj # k. Let W,, be any fixed nk X nk Hermi- 
tian matrix with inertia (7~~, vk, * ), and let W,, be any fixed n, X rt,, matrix 
with rIi < rank Wlj < RIi. (I) holds with H, = Wk, and X,i = W,.,. 
(Vi) The following inequalities hold: 
T 2 ma{ nl, r13 - vl, r12 - vl, 
re - Vl + r13 - R,,, ~2 - v:j + f-1:> > 
773 - Vl + r12 - R,,,, r3 - v, + r12, 
Tl + n2 - R,,,rrI + 7r3 - R,,,77-7 + r:i> 
~1 + 7~s + ~3 - R,, - 43) > 
v > max{v,, r13 - 7rl, r12 - r,. 
y2 - =1 + r13 - Rl2) v2 - r.3 + r13, 
v3 - r1 + ~~2 - Rl,, ~3 - ~2 + r12 > 
Vl + 1.‘2 - Rl,, vl + vg - R,:,, ~2 + v:i, 
vl + v2 + v,] - R,, - R,,} , 
77 < min{ 7r1 + n2 + n3, 
n, + r2 + r3, T, + n2 + rR + R,,?, rTT1 + rTTe + n, + R,;. 
rTT1 + 7~~ + r3 + R,, -t R,,), 
v =G min{ v, + n2 + n,), 
n1 + v2 + v,~, v1 + n, + vIj + R,,, v, + v, + n, + R,,, 
v1 + v2 + vj + R,, + R,,}, 
rr - v < min{ 7r1 + s-P + 7r7, 
7rL + IT2 + 7T3 - ~2 + R,,, ~1 + 7~2 + r.3 - ~3 + R,,J 
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v- 57,< min{v, + vg + v3, 
u1 + u2 + ug - rr2 + R,,, u1 + u2 + ug - 573 + RI,}) 
7r + v < min{n, + n2 + n3, 
n, + n2 + rTT3 + u3 + R,,, 
n1 + m2 + u2 + n3 + R,,, 
rTTI + ul + n2 + n3 + R,, + R,,, 
n, + rTT2 + u2 + r3 + u3 + R,, + R,,, 
r1 + v1 + rTTz + v2 + n3 + 2R,, + R,,}. 
Of course this theorem can easily be adapted to the two other different 
prescribed 3 X 3 block decomposition of a Hermitian matrix H, when two of 
the nondiagonal blocks are zero, i.e., in the case 
HI 0 x,3 
H = 0 H, X,, , 
[ 1 X,*, X; H, 
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and when the decomposition is tridiagonal 
Proof The proof that (I) is equivalent to each of (II)-(V) is the same as 
one can find in the proof of the Theorem 2.1 in [2]. We include this part of 
the proof for completeness. 
It is obvious that each of (II)-(V) implies (I). Suppose now that H 
satisfies (I). Let M be a block diagonal matrix M, $ M, @ M,, where M, 
denotes an n, X ni invertible matrix. For i = 1,2,3 and j = 2,3 set 11, = 
MTH,M,, Ylj = MTX,,.M,, and Y,, = 0. We have Y = (Yi .)i,l = M*HM. 
Then rank Yij = rank Xij, and by Sylvester’s theorem In(Yj = In(H) and 
In(Yii) = In( H,). Thus Y has all the rank and inertia properties required in 
(II)-(V). In each of these cases the only additional requirement is that, for 
certain i, j, M,*X,,M,, = Wlj and M,*HiM, = W,,. Such M,‘s can always be 
found [5]. 
Let us prove that (II) is equivalent to (VI). Assume that r,? = H,,] = r. 
We set 
H,= H3 ' , r I I 0 0 where g,i = ni 0 [ 1 0 _I . y1 
Our choice of H, allows us to partition H as 
H, X,, k- Z 
H= 
X,*, H, 0 0 
z* 0 0 0 
where [Y Z] = X,,. Let s be the rank of 2. There exist nonsingular matrices. 
say U and V, such that 
ml’ = 0 4 
[ 1 0 0 . 
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Let us define the matrix 
H'=(U@Z@ZW'*)H(U* @Z@Z@V) 
UH,U* UX,, UY 0 Zs 
0 0 
(uX,,>* H, 0 0 
(UY)” 0 zi3 0 
which is conjunctive to H, so In( H > = In( H'). Note that for the same reason 
In(H,> = In(UH,U*). 
Let us make a new partition of H' in the following way: 
H’ = 
* x’,*, H, 0 0 
* 2; 0 H3 0 
Then applying the Schur complement technique, H' is conjunctive to H" 
defined by 
H” = 
* 
* Hl 
* 
* 
0 
4 
* * * 
x’ G-lx'* 13 3 13 f 12 0 
x;ll, H, 0 
0 0 Zi3 
0 0 0 
0 4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Applying a corollary and a lemma of [4], we get 
In(H) = In( H") = ( .y,s,O) + (r3, Ve,O) + In(H), 
where 
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Now, describing the inertias (7~, v, 0) of H is equivalent to describing the 
inertias (Fr,V, *> = (7~’ -.s, v’ -s, *) of i?, where 7~’ = Gr- 7Tj and 
V ’ = v- vs. 
Applying the Claim of [2], as X,, varies over the set of n, X n3 rank r 
matrices with rank 2 = s, the matrices X,, form the set of all (n, - s) x 
(n3 + v,) matrices of rank r - s. On other hand, we easily prove that as X,,2 
varies over the set of n, X n2 matrices X such that rL2 < rank X < R,,, X,, 
ranges over all (n, - s> X n2 matrices X such that r12 - ,s < rank X < R,,. 
Hence we may apply Theorem 2.1 of [2]. According to it, (7~ ’ - s, v’ - s, *> 
will be the inertia of & for some (1,2) and (2,2) blocks, with the (1, 1) block 
fixed, if and only if 
7T’ + v’ < n, + ?l., + ,s, 
max( x, 9rTTz) < 7~’ - s<min{n, -s+f2,~+n2}, 
max{ y, v,} < v’ - s < min(n, - .s + v2, y + n2) 1 
7T’ - v’<x + ir2, 
v’ - 9-r’ Gy + Vl> 
T,~ < min{7r’ + y, 9r’ + v2, v’ + .r, v’ + 7T2), 
R,, > max{]z + 7r2 - n’ + s], ]y + vp - v’ + sl), 
R,, > x + y + rfp + vq - 7r’ - v’ + 2s, (3.1) 
where (x, y, *> is the inertia of H, - X,,H,‘X,*,. 
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We note that s = rank Z varies as 
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max{0,r-7ra-~3} ds<min(n:,--a--s,?-), 
and, since rrs G r G R,, and r - s = rank .?,3r eliminating r, we conclude 
max{O, 9-r3 - 7r3 - 2~~) 6 s < min{ fz3 - us - v3, I%,,) 
and 
r13 - s 6 rank X,, < R,, - s. 
According to the Corollary 2.2, the set of inertias (x, y, *) _when In(gi) 
= (%,, f,, *), In{-H;r) = (v,, ~a, *), and ri3 - s < rank Xi, < R,, - s 
is characterized by 
x c min{i?-, + vg, fi, + R,, - s}, 
y < min F, + ~a, 5, + RI3 - s}, 1 
y Z max{O, i;, - 1/s, Pi - R,, + s, -V3 - ii, + ria - s}, 
x + y G min(n, - s, ii, + 5, f R,, - s), 
x + y 3 i?, i- i;, - R,, + s, (3.2) 
while, by Theorem 1 of [6], the set of inertias (;i,, Gl, *) which arise as H, 
varies is characterized by 
We know now that (x, y, * ) is the inertia of E?, - X,,G,‘XJi,*, if and o&y 
if there exist integers 6, and ii, satisfying (3.2) and (3.3). We combine these 
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two sets of inequalities to get 
Where 
a = max(0, 7rr - s, x - ~a, x -- R,, + s, - va - y + Tr3 - s}, 
b = max{O, or - s, y - rr3, y - R,, + s, -7~~ - x + rr3 - s}, 
c = x + y - R,, + s, 
A = min{m,, x + 7~a, x + R,, -s}, 
B = min{ or, y + vs, y + R,, - s}, 
C = min{ nr - s, x + y + R,, - s}. 
Then there is an integral solution ii, and 5, to (3.4) if and only if 
a <A, b<B, c =G c, a+b<C, c <A + B. (3.5) 
Eliminating redundant inequalities from (3.5) (e.g., some inequalities are 
redundant by the nu duality) gives rise to 7 + 7 + 1 + 21 + 3 = 39 in- 
equalities, which can be reduced to 
x < min(rr, + Vs, n, + V3 - s, 72, + R,, - s}, 
y < min( vl + rrs, n, + 7rs - s, or + R,, - s}, 
x>,max{O,~l-~,-s,~l-R,,,-~,-v,+r,,-s}, 
y > max{O, vr - ~a - s, V, - R,,, - vg - 7~~ + rk3 - s}, 
x + y < min{n, - s, 7rr + V, + R,, - s), 
x + y > m, + V, - R,, - s. (3.6) 
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Using the same idea we have used before, we will eliminate x and y. We 
know that (T’ + us, v’ + vs, * ) is the inertia of H if and only if there exist 
integers x and y satisfying (3.1) and (3.6). Again, we combine these two sets 
of inequalities to get 
and some inequalities not involving r or y, where 
7r’ - s - n2, mr - v’ - TV, r12 - v’, rr’ - R,, - rrz - s}, 
b = max{O, vr - v3 - s, vr - R,,, - vg - To + r13 - s, 
V' - s - n2, v’ - rr’ - v2, r12 - n’, v’ - R,, - v2 - s), 
c=max{~,+vl -RI,-s,m’+v’-n,-R,,-2s}, 
A=min{~,+vs,7~r+Rr~ -s,n,+v,-s,r’-s,r’+R,,-r,-s}, 
B = min{ vr + us, v1 + R,, - s, n, + rS - s, v’ - s, v’ + RI, - v2 - s}. 
C = min{n, - s, 7~~ + vr + R,, - s, T’ + v’ - TT~ - vg + R,, - 2s). 
When the redundancies have been eliminated we have 
7rj > 0, 7ri + vj < ni, i = 1,2,3, 
0 < rIj Q Rlj < min{ n,, nj}, j = 2,3, 
77 > m=(r,, r13 - vl, r12 - vl, 
‘IT!2 - Vl + f-13 - Rl,, 5-3 - vl + rlz - Rl, + s, 
n-3 - v2 + ?-12,7rZ + 7r3 + s, 
ml + Tz -RR,,,~,+~3-R13+~,~~+~‘z+~3 
-R,, - Rl, + s), 
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?Tl + v, + 7T., + IT2 + 5-j + vi - RI2 - R,, + .Y, 
?r2 + lJ.) - n- - v, + 2r,., - R,,, 
r3 + u’.? - TI - JJ, + 2r12 -- K,, + s}, 
7r + v < min{n, + n, + 7Tzj + v3 + s, 
11, + 7T2 + Y, + 7T3 + 7+ + R,, + s, 
TJ-, + vl + n, + TT~ + v7 + R,, + A,, + s, 
T, + vI + r2 + v2 + rTT? + v,~ + 2R,, + R,,3 + .s. 
T, + v, + n2 + rTT3 + vn + R,, + ZR,,}. 
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Now we get a system of inequalities of the type 
where 9 is a subsystem of inequalities not involving s, and d and D are 
defined below: 
d = max{O, r13 - ~~ - vg, 
T+ v- 7~~ - v3 -nl - rTTz - v2 - R,,, 
7r - r3 - vg - rT1 - n2, v - 7r3 - vg - v1 -n,, 
9.r - 7T3 - vg - ITI - Ii-2 -RI,, v- r3 - u3 - v1 - v2 -RI,, 
T + v - r3 - v3 - r1 - vl - n2 - R,, - R,,, 
~+~-~,-~,-~,-Y,-~~-v~-~R~~-R~~}, 
D = min{n, - z-a - Ye, R,,, 
7i- 7r3 - 7r2,v- u3 - v2, 
T- v- r3 + v1 + v2 -t vg + R,,, 
v- r- vg + ml + rz + rr3 + R,,, 
T - n3 + v1 - r12 + R,,, v - vg + rTT1 - r12 + R,,, 
7T- 7T1 - 7~~ + R,,, v - v1 - vg + R,,, 
r - rl - rg - r3 + R,, + R,,, v - v1 - ZJ~ - vg + R,, + R,,, 
T+ v- rTT1 - v1 - TT~ - v2 - r3 - vg + R,, + R,,, 
T + v + mTT1 + vl - r3 - v3 - 2r,, + R,,, 
~+v--~--v,--7T3-~g+R13}. 
Finally, eliminating s, we prove equivalence between (II) and the inequal- 
ities defined in (VI). H 
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4. A GENERALIZATION 
In this final section we generalize the Theorem 3.1 to the decompositions 
of H of the type 
H= 
H, Xl, Xl, ... XI, 
H,* H, 0 ... 0 
X; 0 H, ... 0 
. . 
. . 
X* 1P 0 0 ... HP 1 
Let us define 
np = {OJQ - R,, ,..., rp - Rip}, 
fin, = {o, v2 - R,,, . . . , VP - R,,}, 
and, for k = 1,. . . , p - 1, 
PcR,and#P=k 
The symbol rp will denote the set {r12, . . . , T, p}. 
We define r,, as the set 
i I 5 a, a, E { 0, 7Ti + vi - R,J \ (0). i=2 I 
The symbol Ap will be used to denote the set 
(4.1) 
1 I iUi a, E {rti,Tri + vi + R,,} )  i=2 1 
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and AP \ {C,P=2(7ri + vi + R,i)) will be represented by A’P. The set 
i 
rIj - vj + C 7~~ C c {2 ,..., 79}, #C = p - 2, andj E (2 ,..., p} \ C 
iEC 1 
is represented by ‘YPP, and A, represents the set 
i 
rIj - vj + c vi C c { 2,. . . , p} , #C = p - 2, and j E { 2,. . . , p} \ C 
ifZC 
Finally, QP denotes the set 
and, by TV duality, qP denotes the set 
Now we are ready to state the result of this section. 
i a, E { ni, vi + Rli} 1 
THEOREM 4.1. Let us assume that all symbols represent nonnegative 
integers and 
7ri > 0, Tri + vi < n,, i = l,..., p, 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) For i = 1,. . . , p and j = 2,. . . , p, there exist ni X n, Hermitian 
matrices Hi and ni X nj matrices Xii such that In(H,) = (QT~, vi, *), rlj < 
rank Xlj < R,,, and H defined in (4.1) has inertia (r, v, * >. 
(II) Fork = l,..., p let W,, be any fixed nk X nk Hermitian matrix 
with inertia (z-~, vk, *). (I) holds with H, = W,,, . . . , and HP = WPP. 
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(III) The following inequalities hold: 
?T, + C,IIp ,..., ?-r[ + &Iq’ ’ 1 
i 
P 
v < min n, + 2 vi, v, + qr, , 
i-2 1 
v - rf G min 
( 
5 vi - C& ,..., 5 v, - C1,JJ’ 1 
i=l i=l 1 
7r-t va max{7r, + v, + 5,2rl, + rrl - 7rTT1 - v,}, 
P 
n,+A,,,7rr+v,+ CR,,+A’,, . 
i=2 I 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on p. W 
REMARK. Concerning (III), there occur some redundant inequalities. 
For instance, we have rr > rlo - v, + 7~~ - R,, + 7~~~ - R,,, which is clearly 
redundant, since r > C,P_ 2 z-i and r 12 < R,,. Moreover, this phenomenon is 
even more general, since when 7~~ - Rli or u, - R,, and rlI occur simulta- 
neously in the same inequality, that inequality is redundant. 
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Z am indebted to Professor E. Marques de Sa' for many helpful discussions 
on this mutter. 
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